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Abstract
Ethics is an intrinsic part in medical practice. This review mainly focused on the ethics involved in the clinical
practice. Ethics is based on the four main principles like beneficence, nonmaleficence, autonomy, and justice.
These principles are well defined and explained in this review. The review also tells about the ethics principles to
be followed in the pediatric practice. Especially in terms of physician – Patient relationship, decision making and
end of life care among pediatric physican.
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1. Autonomy: This principle states that every
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3. Non-maleficence:
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suffering, incapacitating, insulting, and
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robbing others of the good things of life.

rise to complex ethical problems7. Though

Please do no harm.

many ethical principles have changed in the
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Physician-patient relationship:
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6. Confidentiality:
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freely and the good communication should
have the following rules called GATHER10.

Ethics in pediatric practice is the branch of
ethics in medical ethics which concerns mainly

G- Greeting the patients
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even
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H- Help the patients to take decisions

including legal and moral authority to take

E- Explaining the intervention to the patient

decision on behalf of their children14. Apart
from the parts, the family members can also

End of life care

make a final decision but as a care taker

The aim of end of life care for dying

parents has to sign the informed consent. The

patient is to avoid the maximum suffering to

parents or the guardian should have four

the patient with respecting the desire of the

conditions to make decision in the children

patient. Though the decision is taken by the
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physicians has to face many ethical problems11.

Capable to take proper and reasonable
judgments

In pediatric patients the end of life care
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protocol exist to deal with terminal pediatric
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patient. In 2002, Netherland developed a



Committed to the incompetent patient’s
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interests.
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Conclusion:

followed to minimize the pediatric patient
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disease like trisomy 13 with multiple anomalies

complicated and many of the ethical problems

,severe brain abnormalities, severe hypoxemia

faced by the physicians will be more specific to

during birth. The protocol consists of

the work place. Teaching ethics in medical
college is very vital especially in decision

1. The pediatric patients should have sure
diagnosis or prognosis.

making process and handling the situations like
end-of-life care process.

2. The patients should have hopeless or
intolerable pain
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